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Abstract

In this paper, we propose to use Vocal Tract Length Normaliza-

tion (VTLN) to build the Universal Background Model (UBM)

for a closed set speaker identification system. Vocal Tract

Length (VTL) differences among speakers is a major source

of variability in the speech signal. Since the UBM model is

trained using data from many speakers, it statistically captures

this inherent variation in the speech signal, which results in

a “coarse” model in the acoustic space. This may cause the

adapted speaker models obtained from the UBM model to have

significantly high overlap in the acoustic space. We hypothesize

that the use of VTLN will help in compacting the UBM model

and thus the speaker adapted models obtained from this com-

pact model will have better speaker-separability in the acous-

tic space. We perform experiments on MIT, TIMIT and NIST

2004 SRE databases and show that using VTLN we can achieve

lesser Identification Error Rates as compared to the conven-

tional GMM-UBM based method.

Index Terms: Speaker Identification, VTLN, Iterative MAP,

UBM

1. Introduction

In Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), the Speaker Indepen-

dent (SI) HMM model is built using data from a large number

of speakers in the training set. This enables the model to capture

the speaker-variations in the speech signal, and therefore, works

reasonably well for any arbitrary speaker in the test set. Because

of these variations in the spectra, the SI model is coarser in the

acoustic space when compared to a Speaker Dependent (SD)

model trained using data taken from a particular speaker. This,

in turn, results in poorer word recognition performance of SI

systems in comparison with SD systems for that speaker.

Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTLN) is a commonly

used technique that reduces this variabilities in the speech sig-

nal by frequency-warping the spectra of a particular speaker.

The frequency-warped utterances are then used to build the

Speaker-Normalized VTLN model. It has been observed that

the word recognition performance of these Normalized-VTLN

models is better than Un-normalized-SI models and approach

that of SD models. This is an indication of the fact that, the

VTLN-normalized model is a more compact model than the un-

normalized model.

Analogous to SI-ASR, a Universal Background Model

(UBM) is built for Speaker Identification using training data

from many different speakers in the training set. We hypoth-

esize that this results in a coarse GMM-UBM model due to

inherent inter-speaker variability in the speech signal. In this

paper, we propose to use VTLN to build a compact Universal

Background Model (UBM) for Speaker Identification so that

after adaptation the target speaker models are better separated.

In sec. 2 we discuss the motivation behind using VTLN to

build a Universal Background Model. In sec. 3 we describe the

procedure for building VTLN-UBM followed by a description

of the experimental setup in sec. 4, likelihood analysis in sec. 5

and experimental results in sec. 6. Sec. 7 concludes the paper.

2. Motivation for Using VTLN

As mentioned before, the UBM model is trained using data of

all the speakers in the training sets leading to a coarse UBM

model due to spectral variations. Adaptation of this coarse

model may result in the target speaker models having a sig-

nificant amount of overlap in the acoustic space. We propose

the use of VTLN to minimize spectral variations among speech

utterances and build a VTLN-UBM model using the VTLN-

warped (i.e. normalized) utterances. Target speaker models are

then obtained by adapting this canonical VTLN-UBM model

with the help of adaptation data. Adaptation of VTLN-UBM

would result in a compact model for the target speaker, much

like what could have been built if sufficient data from that

speaker were available. This should reduce the overlap among

speaker models and therefore yield better speaker identification

accuracy. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Our proposed method has some similarity with the method

used in [1] to build a GMM-UBM by repeatedly estimating CM-

LLR matrices for background speakers and building a canonical

model. However, the subsequent modeling in [1] is done using

support-vector machines (SVMs). In this paper, we use cepstral

feature based systems to analyze the performance of VTLN-

UBM and compare it with the conventional GMM-UBM.

In the next section, we describe the procedure used to build

VTLN-UBM.

3. Building VTLN-UBM Model

VTLN reduces inter-speaker variability by warping the spec-

trum of one speaker so as to match the spectrum of another

speaker [2]. Since in practice there is no reference speaker with

respect to whom we can find the scaling (or warping) factor,

an ML based approach is followed to estimate the frequency-

warp-factor, α. The ML estimate is obtained by doing a grid-

search for α over the range [0.8,1.20] based on physiological

constraints on the vocal-tract. We have recently proposed effi-

cient [3] and faster [4] alternatives for conventional VTLN.

In this paper, the following steps are followed to build

VTLN-UBM model:

Initial Step: Generate and store the VTLN-warped utter-

ances, {Xα
r }Rr=1 (Xr denotes the rth utterance), for all speech

utterances in the UBM training set over a set of values of α. Set

the GMM-UBM as the λ0 model, i = 0 and repeat the follow-
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VTLN-UBM

UBM (b)

UBM Adapted Speaker Model

(a)

VTLN-UBM Adapted Speaker Model

(c)

Speaker
Training data

Figure 1: Illustration of GMM-UBM and VTLN-UBM adaptation: (a) VTLN-UBM is more compact (i.e. small in space) than GMM-

UBM. (b,c) Speaker adapted models from VTLN-UBM have better speaker class separability than GMM-UBM adapted models.

ing steps a few times.

1. Estimate the warp-factors for the training utterances by

maximizing the likelihood of the warped utterances w.r.t.

the λi model, i.e.

α̂r = arg max
α

Pr(Xα
r |λi) (1)

2. Build λi+1 VTLN-UBM (Normalized) model using

warped utterances, i.e.,

λi+1 = arg max
λ

Pr({Xα̂r
r }Rr=1|λ) (2)

3. Set i = i+ 1 and go to step 1.

We now present a series of experiments to understand the

role of VTLN in compacting the UBM and providing better sep-

arability of adapted speaker models.

4. Experimental Setup

All the experiments were performed on MIT, TIMIT and NIST

2004 SRE corpora using HTK[5] and ALIZE toolkit[6]. TIMIT

contains 10 phonetically balanced utterances spoken by each

of the 630 speakers in the database. Data from 462 speakers

(including 326 males and 136 females) were used for adaptation

and testing. Eight utterances from each speaker were used to

adapt the UBM and the other 2 utterances were used for testing

[7]. All the 10 utterances from the remaining 168 speakers were

used to build the UBM model.

In MIT corpus [8], 48 speakers (26 males and 22 females)

in the Enrollment Session were used for adaptation and testing.

Speaker adapted models were obtained from the UBM by tak-

ing 54 adaptation utterances per speaker from Enrollment Ses-

sion 1. For testing, 54 utterances per speaker from Enrollment

Session 2 were used. The UBM model was built using all the

speakers from the imposter directory.

Using NIST 2004 SRE, the experiment was performed on

1 side train-10 second test data as per the evaluation plan in [9].

The UBM was trained using data from NIST 2002 SRE(cell

& landline) and Switchboard-1 Release-2(landline) databases.

Data from 310 unique speakers in 1 side conversation were used

to build speaker models by adapting the UBM. The test data

consists of 1163 utterances from 306 speakers.

In all our experiments, we use 39 dimensional MFCC fea-

ture vectors(c1 to c13 with their ∆ and ∆-∆ coefficients, ex-

cluding c0). In order to extract features, filter bank coefficients

are first computed over 20ms Hamming windowed frames at a

frame rate of 10ms. For MIT and TIMIT databases, no front end

signal pre-processing was done during feature extraction. Af-

ter feature extraction, cepstral mean subtraction(utterance wise)

was applied on MIT data. It was not done on TIMIT data be-

cause there is no significant variation in the microphone used

for recording or in the channel. For the NIST 2004 SRE sys-

tem, we use two different frame removal techniques as in [10].

One is a bi-gaussian modeling of energy components(for NIST

2002 SRE & Switchboard-1 Release-2 corpora) and the other is

a tri-gaussian modeling of 0-mean and 1-variance normalized

energy components (for NIST 2004 SRE). Finally, silence re-

moved features are normalized to fit a 0-mean and 1-variance

distribution(utterance wise).

The UBM in all databases contains 2048 gaussians with di-

agonal co-variance matrices except in the NIST 2004 corpus

where we consider a smaller UBM model in order to further in-

vestigate our proposed method. Only the means of the UBM

mixture components are adapted using Maximum a-posteriori

(MAP) technique to build speaker models. During identifica-

tion, we use the likelihood computed from all the components.

5. Analysis of GMM-UBM and
VTLN-UBM

In order to understand the difference between GMM-UBM and

VTLN-UBM, we perform three different types of analysis. In

all of them, the average likelihood for a speaker is obtained by

averaging likelihoods of all the adaptation utterances from that

particular speaker. To get a better understanding, speaker in-

dices in the figures are sorted in order of increasing likelihood.

5.1. Likelihood Before and After Adaptation

The average likelihood before and after adaptation with respect

to both GMM-UBM and VTLN-UBM systems is plotted in

Fig.2 and 3 for TIMIT and MIT databases respectively and in

Fig.4 (which shows in terms of differences in likelihood) for

NIST 2004 SRE. From the figures, we can observe that:

• The average likelihood of adaptation utterances with respect

to VTLN-UBM are lower for most of the speakers when com-

pared to GMM-UBM. This is as expected, since the un-warped

adaptation utterances would often be further away from the

compact VTLN-UBM. An analogous observation also occurs

in speech recognition, where the performance of un-warped ut-

terances with VTLN-HMM is often poorer than with SI model.

• The average likelihood of adaptation utterances with respect

to the adapted speaker model obtained from VTLN-UBM is
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Figure 2: Speaker-wise average likelihood of adaptation data

in TIMIT. Note that after adaptation VTLN-UBM likelihood is

higher than that of GMM-UBM
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Figure 3: Speaker-wise average likelihood of adaptation data

in MIT.

always better than the likelihood with respect to the adapted

speaker model obtained from GMM-UBM indicating a better

adapted model.

5.2. Multiple Iterations of MAP

We now investigate the gain in likelihood using multiple it-

erations of MAP. In Fig.4 and 5, the average likelihood ra-

tios ΛGMM (X) and ΛV TLN (X) are plotted for NIST 2004

SRE. ΛGMM (X) = log p(X|λ′
GMM ) − log p(X|λGMM )

where X is the feature vector, λ
′
GMM is the model adapted

from GMM-UBM and λGMM is the GMM-UBM. Similarly,

ΛV TLN (X) = log p(X|λ′
V TLN ) − log p(X|λV TLN ) where

λ
′
V TLN is the model adapted from VTLN-UBM and λV TLN is

the VTLN-UBM.

• Fig.4 shows average ΛGMM (X) and ΛV TLN (X) for

128 component mixture models after the first and second itera-

tions of MAP adaptation. It can be observed that in the first iter-

ation of MAP, ΛV TLN (X) is more than ΛGMM (X) for major-

ity of the speakers. This indicates that for most of the speakers,

λ
′
V TLN is better adapted than λ

′
GMM after the first iteration.

This fact is also supported by a slight IER reduction, as seen in

table 1. After the second iteration of MAP, it can be observed

that more than 80% of the speakers have ΛV TLN (X) greater

than ΛGMM (X). Hence the second iteration provides signif-

icant improvement in adaptation over the first for the VTLN

case. This is also clear from a significant IER reduction after

the second iteration, as seen in table 1.

• Fig.5 shows a similar analysis for the 512 component

mixture models. In this case after the first iteration of MAP,
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Figure 4: ΛV TLN and ΛGMM after the first and second iter-

ation of MAP for a 128 mixture model built using NIST 2004

data. It shows that adaptation is better after the second MAP

iteration.

ΛV TLN (X) is seen to be lesser than ΛGMM (X) for majority

of the speakers. This indicates that the first iteration does not

adapt the VTLN-UBM models very well. The same is indicated

by a poor IER performance as seen in table 1. However, after

the second iteration of MAP, more than half of the speakers have

a ΛV TLN (X) which is higher than ΛGMM (X). Again the sec-

ond iteration performs better than the first, which can also be

seen from the IER performance in table 1.

We can deduce from the above observations that since

VTLN-UBM is compact, the adaptation data and the model lie

far apart in the acoustic space. Therefore, VTLN-UBM does not

move significantly after the first MAP iteration. More number

of iterations are, therefore, required for better adaptation.

5.3. Comparison of Competing Model’s Likelihood

We analyze the likelihood of the GMM-UBM and VTLN-

UBM in terms of separability of the speaker-adapted model.

We hypothesize that since the VTLN-UBM-adapted model is

more compact than the GMM-UBM-adapted model, the like-

lihood of the competing model when compared to the cor-

rect(true speaker) model should be significantly lower. In Fig.6,

the likelihood ratio ΛNN (X) is plotted for NIST 2004 SRE.

ΛNN (X) = log p(X|λ′
TRUE) − log p(X|λ′

CMP ) where

λ
′
TRUE is the true speaker’s adapted model and λ

′
CMP is the

adapted model of the nearest competing neighbor. In order to

find the nearest neighbor, likelihoods of the true speaker data are
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Figure 5: ΛV TLN and ΛGMM after the first and second iter-

ation of MAP for a 512 mixture model built using NIST 2004

data. It shows that adaptation is better after the second MAP

iteration.
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Figure 6: ΛNN (X) plotted for VTLN-UBM and GMM-UBM

using NIST 2004 data. It depicts the better separability of

VTLN-UBM adapted models.

computed from all models apart from the true speaker model,

and the one that yields the maximum value is chosen.

• Fig. 6 shows that the likelihood of the true speaker model

is much higher than the nearest competing speaker model

for VTLN-UBM system when compared to GMM-UBM sys-

tem. This indicates better separability of VTLN-UBM adapted

speaker models validating our conjecture that the VTLN-UBM-

adapted models are more compact.

6. Identification Results and Discussion

We now compare the GMM-UBM and VTLN-UBM systems in

terms of Identification Error Rates (IER):

• From Table 1, it is seen that there is a slight IER reduction

using VTLN-UBM over standard UBM for all three databases

namely, MIT, TIMIT and NIST 2004 SRE. The relevance factor

(τ ) in MAP adaptation is indicated within parenthesis. Since

GMM-UBM and VTLN-UBM are independent models, the

value of τ need not be the same when adapted models are ob-

tained from these UBMs.

• Table 1 also shows the IER for multiple iterations of MAP, and

it can be seen that there is significant improvement in VTLN-

UBM performance in the second iteration especially for NIST

2004 SRE .

• Table 2 shows the N-Best IER results for NIST 2004 SRE(for

128 components), MIT and TIMIT databases. We see that

VTLN-UBM performs almost consistently better than GMM-

UBM for all N .

Table 1: Identification Error Rate (%) Performance on NIST

2004 SRE, MIT and TIMIT databases
Corpus UBM System # of MAP Iteration

size 1 2

128 GMM-UBM 65.35 (6) 65.69 (10)

VTLN-UBM 65.18 (6) 63.54 (10)

NIST 256 GMM-UBM 62.5 (8) 62.42 (10)

2004 VTLN-UBM 62.94 (6) 62.34 (10)

512 GMM-UBM 61.05 (6) 60.96 (12)

VTLN-UBM 61.13 (6) 60.79 (6)

MIT 2048 GMM-UBM 7.56 (7) 7.37 (8)

VTLN-UBM 7.21 (5) 7.18 (34)

TIMIT 2048 GMM-UBM 0.87 (7) no change

VTLN-UBM 0.65 (4) no change

Table 2: Identification Error Rate (%) Performance for N-Best

Corpus System N-Best

2 3 4 5

NIST GMM-UBM 56.32 51.25 47.21 44.54

2004 VTLN-UBM 55.28 50.47 47.03 44.37

MIT GMM-UBM 4.05 2.31 1.70 1.47

VTLN-UBM 3.82 1.93 1.39 1.16

TIMIT GMM-UBM 0.11 0.11 0 0

VTLN-UBM 0.32 0.11 0 0

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed the use of VTLN in building a

UBM model for speaker identification. The motivation for our

proposed approach is to obtain more compact speaker depen-

dent models after adaptation. This is because VTLN reduces

inter-speaker variability caused by differences in VTL among

speakers and hence the VTLN-UBM model has lesser such vari-

abilities. We have shown that the speaker-adapted model ob-

tained from VTLN-UBM provides higher likelihood than the

GMM-UBM adapted model indicating that the VTLN-UBM-

adapted models are better. We have also observed that VTLN-

UBM has larger likelihood difference between the correct and

the nearest competing model when compared to conventional

GMM-UBM and this is reflected in the lower identification er-

ror rate for VTLN-UBM. Finally, we have shown that using

multiple iterations of MAP helps the VTLN-UBM system sig-

nificantly.
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